The Iridium Push-to-Talk Integrator Development Kit allows developers to quickly and easily incorporate the Iridium Push-to-Talk Service into powerful solutions — leveraging the world’s only truly global network. Iridium Push-to-Talk enables fast, flexible, and secure group communications to an unlimited number of enabled devices at the push of a button — anywhere on the planet, at any time.

Rapidly transform ideas into real solutions
The Iridium Push-to-Talk Integrator Development Kit empowers developers to create innovative solutions in a fraction of the time. It includes all the hardware and software components needed to start developing Push-to-Talk applications, ease solution design, and significantly advance development.

Enable global Push-to-Talk capability

Comprehensive and convenient
The Hardware Development Kit is specifically designed to simplify the development process. Everything that an integrator needs is included: modem, antennas, power supply, audio headset, cables, and a convenient carrying case. The streamlined development board is spacious and user-friendly, has clear configuration options, and includes powerful expansion capabilities.

Powerful and progressive
The Software Development Kit allows integrators to make their first Iridium Push-to-Talk call without any further development. Ready-to-run demonstration applications and portable source code are included. The Iridium Push-to-Talk Integrator Development kit is designed to facilitate success — from first call to finished product.

For more information about the Iridium Push-to-Talk Integrator Development Kit please contact us 1-877-299-9931 or via email at info@northernaxcess.com.